. Normalized unlinking rates of topo II vs. normalized unlinking rates of topo III. Normalized unlinking rates of Drosophila melanogaster topo II (1), � − , are compared to the normalized rates of E. coli topo III in a scatter plot in which each point corresponds to the two normalized unlinking rates (topo III -x, and topo II -y) measured with double tethers of comparable geometry at the same imposed rotation. (linking number difference, ΔL k ) at F = 0.4 pN. Supercoiling was achieved by rotating a 1 µm diameter magnetic bead (Myone, Invitrogen) attached to rotationally constrained 5kb DNA (2) . Bead rotation twists the DNA until a buckling transition (~±8 turns), past which the DNA twist remains constant and further rotation of the bead is converted to writhe (plectonemes) that reduce the extension of the bead (3). B. Supercoil relaxation assay with E. coli topo I. Topo I activity was measured on DNA supercoils generated by twisting rotationally constrained DNA past the buckling transition in the presence of 130 nM of E. coli topo I (NEB). Topo I did not relax positive supercoils evidenced by the lack of increase in DNA extension after the introduction of positive supercoils (blue shaded region). Conversely, Topo I rapidly and processively relaxed negative supercoils as evidenced by the rapid increase in extension that was observed at 1% negative supercoil twist density. The buffer used in this assay was the same as the topo I unlinking assay buffer indicated in the main text. A. An example trace of unlinking activity of topo III. In the presence of 5 nM topo III, topo III efficiently unlinks crossed DNA molecules containing 37 nt single-stranded gaped regions. The extension of the double tether decreased by ~100 nm when a single negative crossing was introduced (red vertical lines). Unlinking of the crossing by topo III a variable time later was observed as a return to the maximum extension. B. Test of topo III activity after washing. No topo III activity was observed after washing the sample cell with 1 ml of topo I buffer (see the methods in the main text) as the DNA extension remained constant after introducing one DNA crossing (red vertical line). C. No unlinking activity of topo I. Topo I did not show any unlinking activity on the same double tether substrate that topo III efficiently unlinked, indicating that topo I is either incapable of or ineffective in unlinking DNA. The topo I concentrations were 130 nM, a concentration at which topo I efficiently relaxed negative supercoils ( Figure S2 ), and 325 nM.
